
Tips for FFDP application: Statement of Purpose and Research Objectives essays  

STUDY / RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The study / research objective is a critical component of your application and is used to evaluate 
your proposed course and identify which U.S. faculty would be the best match for you. This 
objective must include two separate essays. 

Essay 1: Discuss your primary research objective: 

a) what question/s will you seek to pursue during your time in the United States; 

b) what previous study or knowledge do you have in this specific area (reference relevant 
courses taught, publications, etc.); 

c) what resources will you require to conduct your research (such as access to libraries or 
laboratories, engagement with specific types of experts, etc. – if you are aware of specific 
journals, materials, other resources that you will need, please be specific); 

d) how will your research be used or incorporated into your teaching once you return to 
Azerbaijan. Be specific but limit Essay 1 to three pages. 

Essay 2: In detail, describe the course you propose to develop during your FFDP program, 
including all relevant pedagogical and methodological approaches, new technologies, and or 
new materials creation that would be included in the design of and/or implementation of the 
course. Additionally, please highlight current plans or opportunities for implementing the course 
curriculum at your institution upon return to Azerbaijan, why this course is important, and how 
will its development contribute to your institution. Be specific but limit Essay 2 to three pages. 

  

PERSONAL STATEMENT 

The goal of your personal statement essay is to provide the reader with a more personal picture 
of you as an applicant and why you applied to take part in the FFDP program. It is 
recommended you discuss the following points: 

a) how you came to be interested in your field of study; 

b) a brief overview of academic progress (degrees completed or in progress—include significant 
and/or relevant awards, scholarships, accomplishments, publications, etc.); 

and 

c) why you decided to apply to the FFDP program and why the program is important. If you 
have had previous experience in the U.S., please describe this experience and how it informed 
your decision to apply for the FFDP program. You can also highlight other personal motivations 
for pursuing a U.S. research experience through the FFDP program. This could include building 
English language skills, acting as a cultural ambassador, or other reasons. 

Please note this essay should not be a CV (curriculum vitae) or resume. 


